Identification of characteristic features of pineal germinoma that enhance accuracy of preoperative differentiation in pineal region tumors: its significance on optimum surgical treatment.
The aim of the study is to identify characteristic features of pineal germinoma that enhance preoperative accuracy in differentiating germinoma from other pineal region tumors. Twenty-one consecutive patients with pineal region tumors were enrolled. In all patients, tumor resection was performed to verify the histology. Clinical records including upward gaze palsy of Parinaud's syndrome and neuroimaging were analyzed. In addition, we evaluated the relationship between magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings and tumor progression patterns in pineal germinoma. Among 21 patients, 15 patients were diagnosed with germ cell tumor, 4 with pineal parenchymal cell tumor, and 2 with meningioma. Upward gaze palsy was seen in 11 patients; nine had pure germinomas and two had mixed germ cell tumors. These tumors occupied the pineal region with extension to the area of the mesodiencephalic junction (MDJ) and the bi-epithalamic area between the bilateral pulvinar and the third ventricle. Tumor involvement of the former area could cause upward gaze palsy by insulting the rostral interstitial nucleus of the medial longitudinal fasciculus located in the MDJ area. Tumor invasion into the latter area is commonly seen as a cardioid-shaped tumor as the tumor image on the axial MRI view. Upward gaze palsy and a cardioid-shaped tumor image on the axial MRI views were demonstrated to be specific features of pineal pure germinoma. It is suggested that combination of both features may become useful tools to preoperatively differentiate germinoma from other pineal tumors, resulting in achievement of the optimum treatment of pineal region tumors.